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Enhance
the quality
and completeness
of your design
by using Staron
premium materials.
Elegant textures and variety of colors
Staron materials exceed natural translucent marbles with its warm, soft textures
elevating any interior design of the highest quality. Upgrade your interiors with any
imaginable design idea that can be expressed by the myriad of colors and patterns.

Excellent workability and implementation of various designs
Staron is extremely durable but also can be easily handled by using wood working
tools and thermo processes to create various cuts and shapes. In addition, with the
use of adhesives, seamless joints can be created. It also works harmoniously with
other materials such as wood and metals and offer endless possibilities.

Design by Simone Micheli
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Meet the special material
made for designers.
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Staron Gallery at Milan Design Week in Italy
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Staron, the birth of
a material with
delicate features
but rugged funtionality.
Staron solid surface is differentiated from other interior
materials for its rugged functionality and versatility of
use that can implement a designer’s creative touch into
a space.
Staron Gallery at Milan Design Week in Italy

Meet Staron, re-born as an art form.

Staron Gallery at Milan Design Week in Italy
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Directing Staron’s soft light.
Staron’s light transmittance varies depending on the thickness of the translucent
acrylic solid surface. Light lumination can be adjusted through the fine processing of
translucent chips to create a work of art.

Staron’s CNC process can capture the delicate
nuances of a designer’s intent.
Despite the durable nature of the material, the ease of producing unique shapes allows a designer
to freely realize their vision.

Zero zero Design 2009

Zero zero Design 2009
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Staron,
creating modern and unique
furnitures.
Staron’s superior durability and ability to add subtle details
to furnishings makes it an ideal material choice for bringing
design concepts to life. It is a furnishing material that embodies
modern and unique designs of futuristic concepts.

Seoul Metropolitan Government in Korea

Asan Trapalace in Korea
Asan Trapalace in Korea
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Samsung Human Resources Development Center in Korea
Asan Trapalace in Korea

Smooth, seamless surfaces inspires
new furniture design.
Staron is an acrylic solid surface that provides seamless surface coverage. Using only
adhesives to complete a visibly seamless integration of its parts, it can be combined with
various materials as wood and metals to create a blend of endless design possibilities.
Different color selections of the material can be combined with adhesive to create a seamless
clean finish and reproduce a designer’s intent.

University of Geneva Hospitals in Switzerland
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Dakota Design in Switzerland

Design creative furnishings with
thermoforming process.
Staron solid surface is an interior material that can be freely formed into various
shapes. Depending on the designer’s intent, the expressive power of a design
is endless.

The possibilities of thermoformed surfaces
Pattern
Solid, Sanded
Aspen, Pebble
Quarry, Metallic

Thickness(mm)

Min. Inside radius(R)

6mm

25mm

12mm

76mm

6mm

102mm

12mm

127mm

12mm

203mm
Dakota Design in Switzerland
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Staron,
where ideas give birth
to new colors.
Staron offers approximately 300 distinctive color and
patterns ranges to express glamorous and creative
designs. From natural colors to ambitious design
concepts, an elegant solution is possible with this
material.

Design by Markus Benesch
Design by Markus Benesch
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Colorful and versatile designs.
Staron solid surface is durable but has excellent workability. Ordinary
wood working tools can be used to process this material with a variety
of color choices. In addition, through the heat treatment process,
various surface treatments are possible to satisfy a designers shape
and color selection and achieve perfect execution.

Design by Markus Benesch

www.staron.com
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